Academic libraries often serve as the protectors of challenged books. Pressure on public libraries to remove controversial works can and often does result in the restriction of access or removal of the work from those libraries shelves. Academic libraries, however, operate with a stronger sense of academic and intellectual freedom. To analyze how well academic libraries do in acquiring and making available books which appear on the American Library Association's Challenged Books list, the list for 2007 was analyzed in WorldCat to determine the number and overall percentage of academic libraries holding the titles. Overall, 29.94% of the libraries holding challenged books were academic libraries.
Introduction
While academic libraries are generally free from the challenges of items faced by school and public librarians, issues concerning selection remain. Selection choices are generally directed by collection development policies which are aligned with institutional curricula. But do academic libraries shy away from books which might be considered controversial? Or are the intellectual freedom issues and curricular development strong enough to overcome personal hesitations to add a controversial title like Madonna's Sex? Does the inclusion of specific courses within the university curricula which deal with children's or young adult literature have an influence on the addition of titles? Perhaps the inclusion of a School of Education or Library and Information Science has an influence? Does geographic location make a difference in terms of the cultural mores impacting decisions on selecting?
The Top Ten Challenged Books of 2007
The American Library Association's top ten most challenged books for the year 2007 list was chosen since the time frame between the publication of the list and the inclusion of a library's holdings in OCLC's WorldCat was sufficient to allow for the purchase and inclusion of recently published title(s). The list, posted on the ALA website 1 [assumption] is that children need to be separated to some degree from adult life until they have been educated or ripened in some important way. The second is that adults have something of value to teach children, so that the very concept of childhood in modern history is closely associated with that of nurture, training, and conscious education of the child by responsible adults.‖ 4 The concepts of nurture, training, and conscious education of the child include two contradictory elements as described by MacLeod. The first is that -modern middle-class childhood is managed, directed, organized and defined by adults, for the good of the child and the good of society, as adults see both. And management of childhood implies restrictions of children, usually by separating them from some aspects of society and by curtailing their access to some kinds of knowledge, experience and resources-including books.‖ 5 MacLeod traces the historical evolution of children's literature, recognizing the societal changes in the late twentieth century which argues that -children should learn as soon as possible the realities of the world they live in -even the hardest and most unsavory realities‖ which is balanced against those who argue for restriction based on -the good of society.‖ 6 This fear of the influence of children's books on the easily susceptible is the underlying element in censorship in the public and school libraries. Parents, find reasons to want books banned from libraries. The censorship for the -good of society‖ approach is identified by Lester Asheim as a means of -authoritarian control‖ in his essay -Not Censorship, but Selection‖ which appeared in the Wilson Library Bulletin in 1953, and has since been placed on the ALA Website. 7 Within the academy, notes Charlene C. Cain, -the experience of censorship by academic libraries is different from that of public and school libraries….‖ Cain goes on to cite the protections provided by the intellectual freedom principles of the American Library Association as well as the standards for academic freedom adopted by the American Association of University Professors. 8 Decisions over selection, however, are not always easy to make. Asheim highlighted the subtle differences between selection and censorship in his essay -Not Censorship but Selection.‖ 9 Asheim demonstrated three elements of censorship using George Bernard Shaw's work, Ulysses. The first where law prevented the importation of Ulysses, i.e., the work was banned by law; the second, where the librarian refuses to circulate the work; and the third instance, where a work -is banned from an entire community by the extra-legal pressure of a small segment of the community.‖ 10 As Asheim notes, -it is the scope of the ban which distinguishes the second and third instances: the librarian controls only the content of his own institution; the pressure group attempts to control the content of all institutions, whether under their jurisdiction or not.‖
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The distinction, for Asheim lies in the approaches taken by the individuals wishing to ban a book and the librarian who wishes to select a book. The censor looks for the negative attributes of a work -its ideas, weaknesses, and possibilities for misinterpretation. The librarian, on the other hand, looks at the positive elements of a work -its values, its strengths, its virtues which will overshadow its minor faults. The positive approach of the selector asks what -the reaction of a rational, intelligent adult would be to the content of a work,‖ whereas the censor -fears the results on the weak, the warped, and the irrational.‖ 12 Asheim addresses the distinction between censorship and selection by saying that librarians select titles in terms of -standards,‖ but that -some of our standards are sufficiently subjective, sufficiently vague, and sufficiently imprecise to serve the uses of the censors as well as of the selectors.‖ 13 The standards articulated by Asheim include the intent of the author, the literary excellence of the work, and the presumed effect upon the reader. All of these standards, Asheim argues, contain a subjective element imposed by either the censor or the selector. -If we have almost no evidence that books are harmful, we have less that they are not, and it is quite understandable that those who favor censorship should advocate wariness against materials which may be harmful.‖
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DeVinney analyzes the history of academic freedom in regards to academic libraries and quotes from the ALA policy statement -Tenure in Libraries‖ that -librarians claimed for themselves intellectual freedom, and defined it as the ‗freedom to develop, maintain, and improve library service…freedom in the selection of books, in the presentation of materials on all sides of controversial materials questions, and in the dissemination of information on all subjects…'‖ 15 Later revisions of the policy statement focus more specifically on procedural and policy issues to align with the standards on academic freedom and process developed by the American Association of University Professors. 16 The addition of children's and young adult literature to academic library collections has been reflected in the literature by authors such as Elaine Gass Hirsch, 17 , 18 and Mark T. Bay. 19 Hirsch noted the appeal of the literature as -encompassing college students and adults who are not studying it as part of their academic pursuits. While most students and faculty in a college's education and library science programs understand the role of children's literature in literacy development and the importance of integrating literature into the lives of children… many other clientele of academic libraries… could enjoy and benefit from it.‖ 20 Bay noted that librarians in institutions with colleges or schools of Education are -frequently charged with maintaining and developing collections of children's literature.‖ 21 The influence of intellectual freedom has served to protect academic libraries from parents and members of the public protesting the inclusion of specific works. The basis of intellectual freedom can be found in the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which reads -Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.‖ Because of the length of time that Huckleberry Finn has been in print, a decision was made to include only those editions which were held by a minimum of 100 libraries. For all works, the count was limited to editions in the English language only. 27 Breaking this number out by region, the northeast has the most libraries (7, 662) , followed by the Midwest (6,747), the West (3,138), the Southeast (2,936) and the Southwest (2,436) for a total of 22,919 unique libraries, excluding branches. Table  1 Curricular influences appear to play a significant role in the selection of materials by academic libraries. To determine curricular influence, a random sample of the 15,792 academic institutions was conducted. A total of 430 institutions were selected (see Appendix A for a list of the institutions examined). The websites and course catalogs of these institutions were examined to determine whether there were teacher education programs being taught at the institution and if there were courses being taught on children's literature. The course could be taught outside of the school or department of education.
The results of the survey indicated that 87.2% (375) of the colleges and universities examined had a school, college, or department of education and 12.79% (55) did not. Additionally, the course descriptions at these institutions indicated that a course on children's or adolescent literature, reading, and/or literacy was taught at 86.28% (371) of the institutions. In the course catalog descriptions, children's or adolescent literature was specifically mentioned. Applying these percentages to the total number of academic institutions equates to 13,625 having teacher education infrastructures and coursework utilizing children's literature.
In terms of the top ten states with libraries (public, private, and special) holding copies of challenged books, the rankings are as follows: In examining the data, we see inconsistencies in the correlation between median household income and reading scores of children at the 8 th grade level. Table 4 provides the data broken out by region. Table 6 shows the median book expenditures, the median total library expenditures, and the median FTE for colleges and universities by region. 32 The Blacks describe the liberal wing of the Democratic party as being made up of -white liberals plus minorities‖ and assert that those identifying themselves as -liberal‖ comprise 63 per cent of all Democrats. For Republicans, those who identify themselves as conservative (both white and minorities) equal 66 percent of the party. 33 As Nivoli and Brady discuss, the issues of polarization can focus upon both moral and economic issues, using the antebellum debates over slavery as an example. Today issues such as abortion, women's rights, gay marriage, and school prayer have taken the forefront. For moral issues, the arguments at the party level may agree upon the -right‖ outcome, but disagree on how to achieve that outcome. In some instances, the data in Table 5 36 Breaking these down by region, the Midwest had 36 challenges, the Southeast 29, the Northeast 22, the West 20, and the Southwest 13. By individual states, New York had the most challenges, with 9, followed by Florida with 7 and California, Illinois, Michigan, North Carolina, Oregon, Texas, and Virginia with 6 challenges each. While most challenges are never reported, it seems reasonable that the number of challenges are associated with the number of challenged books held, the cultural affinity of the region (i.e., are voters / library users -conservative‖ or -liberal‖), and the importance placed on reading and literacy. A difficulty in making clear connections with the Black's thesis is that the Olsgaard divisions are inconsistent with current regional definitions. As an example, Mississippi and Louisiana are included by Olsgaard in the Southwest, and mountain states such as Colorado, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming are included in the West.
Conclusion
Academic libraries provide significant support for intellectual freedom and access to challenged books. In reviewing the top ten challenged titles for 2007, eight of the challenged titles are identified in Books-InPrint on-line as being for a juvenile audience. This includes Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. In examining the lowest price listed in Books-In-Print for the titles, multiplied by the number of academic libraries holding the title, academic libraries would have spent a minimum of $64,562.80 on acquiring the ten challenged books. While the titles easily lend themselves to degree programs in early childhood education, not all of the academic libraries with those titles have such programs. The acquisition of challenged books lends support not only to education, but also to sociology, political science, psychology as well as literature in general. For those institutions serving older students, the availability of the challenged books for leisure reading is an element of consideration. As noted by Strothmann and Van Fleet, -leisure reading correlates strongly with student achievement both in the short term as well as long term success and civic participation.‖ 37 The acquisition of challenged books by academic libraries reinforces the concepts of intellectual freedom by supporting the mission of higher education to promote individual enrichment and community engagement. 38 We are left asking whether approximately 30% of academic libraries holding copies of these challenged books is a good thing. Should we not be more aggressive in acquiring such titles? Do the issues of academic and intellectual freedom which resound throughout the academy call us to protect those freedoms by acquiring challenged works, particularly when public libraries are so susceptible to pressure to remove such works? Decisions by libraries to allow participate in Berman's -dirty little secret‖ of choosing not to select whole categories or genres of materials despite public interest and the need to reflect the broad categories of human belief and activity, limits access to ideas and opinions as well as speech itself. 39 We need to know more. A place to start could be by examining the curricula of educational institutions served by academic libraries holding challenged works in order to determine whether a primary focus in acquiring the works is specifically curricular, or whether broader issues pertaining to academic freedom might be in play. Additionally, we need to better understand the ties between moral and economic issues, particularly in our geographic regions, if we are to truly understand the influences leading to the acquisitions of these types of materials, as well as to potential challenges to those items. As a profession, we need to better understand the challenges that all libraries face when library materials are objected to. 
